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A teacher of labour protection is a person with higher education (pedagogical or special), has moral principles in relation to attitude toward colleagues and students, corresponding professional level in the conditions of educational process, due to in-plant training (each 5 in a volume 150 hours), has the proper physical and psychological health.

In the process of teaching disciplines: «Labour protection» from the teacher requires the following organization of the educational process:
1. The establishment of a working curriculum (based on the curriculum approved by the Ministry of education and science of Ukraine), the calendar-themed plan (in accordance with the load and work program).
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2. Development of methodical instructions to performance of practical and laboratory work.

3. Registration of complex of instructions is for realization of instructing (introductory, primary, repeated, having a special purpose and not provided for by the plan).

4. Registration of magazines of registration of instructing.

The above-mentioned events are envisaged both during studies and at passing of all types of practice, that foresight in curricula for every level of preparation of students.

Every teacher, labour protection, needs to examine the state of teaching and the system of work of teacher by training and knowledge test on labor protection and safety on the basis of the «Main educational-methodical center Gastrula» or other educational establishments that are licensed for such activity, and the results of training a teacher receives an appropriate ID (the action ID 3 years).

In vocational educational establishments it is necessary to heave up all measures for providing of creation of safe terms of educational-educator process according to a current legislation, by inter-branch and other documents from a labour and safety of vital functions protection [1].

In accordance with a legislation [2] a teacher is:

1. Accountable for maintenance of life and health of bread-winners of education during an educational process.

2. Provides realization of educational process that is regulated by legislative and normatively-legal acts on questions a labour, safety of vital functions protection.

3. Organizes the study of formation of rules and norms bread-winners from a labour, safety of vital functions protection.

4. Conducts instructing with the bread-winners of education.

5. Carries out control after implementation of rules (instructions) bread-winners from safety.

6. Conducts prophylactic work in relation to prevention of traumatism among the bread-winners of education during an educational process.

7. Conducts prophylactic work among the bread-winners of education in relation to the requirements of the personal safety in the way of life.

8. At an offensive during the educational process of accidents takes measure envisaged normative documents.

Due to updating of methods of studies, the teacher of labour protection has the opportunity to realize an educational process through educational, educator, developing and professional to composition.

It follows to be also stopped for planning, organization, stimulation, to control and adjusting of every component of educational process on lecture,
practical, laboratory, seminar employments, preparations of division «labour Protection».

To our opinion, the teacher of labour protection must always самовдосконалюватись through a self-education and self-education, self-knowledge, introspection and self-appraisal.

The value of activity of teacher of labour protection in an educational process is built on fundamental to mastering of new on-line tutorials, technologies and their realization; introduction of front-rank pedagogical experience.

The self-education of teacher of labour protection – it foremost the permanent process of acquisition of knowledge from the article of teaching and possibility of transmission, distribution of information to the students both in an audience and in the terms of independent preparation to the lessons.

The self-education of teacher of labour protection is determined as a process of permanent acquisition of ethic attitude toward all participants of educational process.

Self-knowledge of teacher of labour protection takes place through philosophical perception of educational process and individual robot with students.

An introspection in activity of teacher of labour protection shows up during realization of open employments, but with possibility of record of employment on a chamber, that on completion, to see the mimicry, gestures and rules of behavior.

A self-appraisal is a process of perception of criticism from the side of colleagues, and also ability to hear the estimation of students in relation to planning and conduct of lessons.

All above-mentioned processes fold the pedagogical competence of teacher of labour protection; promote to perfect professional knowledge and skills.

Thus, every teacher from a labour protection must responsibly behave to the discipline, as the proper knowledge, abilities and skills receipt students must use both during studies and practice and future work on speciality.
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